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We have conducted an investigation [1] into the fundamental limits quantum noise places on the accuracy of centre of mass (COM) measurements for N-particle bosonic and fermionic systems. We identify a standard quantum limit for the variance of such measurements, which is different in fermionic and bosonic cases. The bosonic limit scales as 1/N times the density distribution variance, while the fermionic standard quantum limit scales as 1/N2. This is N times smaller than the bosonic case, indicating that fermions are the preferred system for ultra-precise center-of-mass measurements.
The standard quantum limit can be exceeded by diffusion of the centre of mass wavepacket. This is a remarkably large quantum effect, which not only leads to an intrinsic source ofjitter in optical soliton arrival times, but also to the possibility of conducting interference experiments between the centre of mass wavepackets of matter-wave solitonscomposite objects of thousands of massive particles. Such experiments could be used as new tests of quantum mechanics, since they provide a means by which quantum mechanics can couple to the gravitational field.
To investigate these issues in practice, we have carried out first-principles quantum simulations of quantum soliton propagation to investigate quantum diffusion; and of the formation of Bose-Einstein condensates through evaporative cooling, to investige phase-space confinement and residual centre-of-mass oscillations. The first of the two figures above illustrates the dynamical behaviour of the mean-position temperature during the evaporative cooling of roughly 104 trapped bosons. The anomalous heating of the COM temperature shows that Bose enhancement of modes other than the ground state is taking place. The Penrose-Onsager criterion for BEC, which is that the reduced density operator p (x, x') =j1t (x')i (x)) has a macroscopic eigenvalue, fails to predict presence of the condensate. This is due to the statistical uncertainty associated with the final condensate mode. The second of the two figures above illustrates the dynamical evolution of the phase space confinement, a correlation function related to g (2) which correctly indicates the formation of BEC in this case of a distribution over condensate modes. In summary, we have obtained standard quantum limits for center-of-mass fluctuations of fermionic and bosonic quantum gases, as well as a novel, second-order measure of condensate formation. We have also shown how these measures relate to standard techniques for preparing and propagating these systems, via exact first principles many-body quantum simulations without factorization approximations.
